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Overview

• Introduction: 
Work environment – Modern Cardiology.

• Research focus: 
A new frontier - Human Factors.

• Examples: 

• Teamperformance analysis – SAQ / cultural
assessment

• Simulation training.

• Discussion / Future perspectives.



Introduction: 
Modern 

Cardiology



What we do best..





“Let’s do something with Culture”



But then..



A New 
Frontier





Example (1)

•Teamwork in the 
cardiovascular domain
• “Cathlab culture: a qualitative

approach for improvement” 



Cognitive and Individual domain -
“ Bloodlines” 



KLM: learning from the professionals

• Qualitative analysis of local team culture and work patterns:
• how to define our teamwork:  who are we and what do we do?

• Organizational Psychologist / KLM senior safety trainer

• Stepwise analysis:
I)  understanding our teamwork (observations, interviews)
II) what is our daily flow – where are obstructions?
• Themes of improvement?

III) what is needed to change this? – i.e. workshops, monthly 
meetings.



Work in progress…



Example (2)

•Teamwork in the 
cardiovascular domain
• “Assessing teamwork in complex 

aortic surgery: how can we 
improve? A single centre 
experience with the SAQ as 
diagnostic tool”.



Learning from the Pro’s (2)



Safety clime analysis: SAQ-use.



Table 2. Demographics

ETT OTT

Total (N) 23 13

Male, (N,%) 13(60%) 8(61%)

Physician (N,%) 11(48%) 7(53%)

≥5 years team tenure (N, %) 12(55%) 3(23%)

≥10 years healthcare tenure (N, %) 19(86%) 12(92%)

≥50 weekly workhours (N,%) 5(23%) 6(50%)

Response (N, %) 23(100%) 13(100%)

ETT = Endovascular Treatment Team; OTT = Open Treatment Team



Results



Example (3)

•Teamwork in the 
cardiovascular domain
• “Simulations and teamtraining.” 





Conclusions

• HF science and principles in cardiology/cardiovascular medicine 
regarding teamwork is new, but promising.

• ‘ Better well stolen than badly invented’  - HF principles from other 
domains are crucial

• Meaningfulness is created by ourselfs.



Discussion / Future perspectives

• Local research: how extrapolatable is this research on a national 
level? (cultural aspects of work).

• Beware of abstractness – meaningfulness is crucial.

• Leadership – mobilizing troops.

• Collaborations for the future – ‘ Hybrid hospitals’/ Hybrid workspaces.
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